
Tech Trends 2017: 
A consumer products perspective
We live in an age of disruption. Small, nimble organizations are challenging 
major consumer products players across their brand portfolios, and industry 
behemoths are struggling to keep pace1. Consumer products companies can no 
longer continue with the status quo; they must evolve and adapt. Organizations 
who embrace change and innovate are reaping the benefits, those who don’t 
are losing their foothold with 90% of the top 100 consumer brands losing 
market share2.

How do the other 10% maintain the strength of their market position? 
By adapting to embrace disruption and stave off would be competitors through 
their own evolution. Deloitte center for the edge has identified five catalysts 
that drive disruption: the economy, enabling technology, platforms, consumer 
mindsets and public policy3. When viewed independently, these five catalysts 
are not new areas of focus for consumer products. In fact, all five were referenced 
in our industry assessment in Tech Trends 2016: a consumer products perspective—
Innovation in the digital era4. What has evolved, however, is our perspective 
on the ways to help future-proof the organization by preparing for and even 
embracing disruption. One way to do this is to embrace the Kinetic Enterprise.

The Kinetic Enterprise
The first known use of the word ‘kinetic’ was in 1864: 
when horse and buggy was the dominant mode of 
transportation, and branding was nascent, at best, 
during the ‘production’ era where mass production 
was rapidly expanding the availability of products 
and options in the marketplace6. This was a time 
where cultural and technological change brought 
new challenges and opportunities, creating new 
products and markets. Given the current state of 
technological, consumer and cultural change, it is fitting 
that this word has reemerged to describe the next 
evolution of business.

As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte Consulting LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed 
description of our legal structure. Certain services may not be available to attest clients under the rules and regulations of public accounting.

Kinetic (adj.) of or relating to the motion 
of material bodies and the forces and 
energy associated therewith. Active. Lively. 
Dynamic, energizing5.
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The kinetic Enterprise describes 
companies that are developing the 
dexterity and vision required not only to 
overcome operational inertia, but to thrive 
in a business environment that is, and 
will remain, in flux7. These organizations 
are not only embracing the multitude of 
technological and operational changes, but 
rewriting their very DNA to become more 
agile, flexible and adaptive. 

The Kinetic Consumer Products 
Organization
For Consumer Products companies, the 
definition of the kinetic Enterprise is very 
much aligned with the speed of Consumer 
Demand. When opportunities are so 
dynamic—often with a lifespan as fleeting as 
a social media trend—CP companies cannot 
afford to take months to respond. As a 
result, we are witnessing an active transition 
from foundational (2-5 years lead time) to 
flexible capabilities (up to 1 year lead time) 
and flexible to hype-change capabilities (up 
to 10 weeks lead time).

To respond to this pace, we view the Kinetic 
CP Enterprise as a virtual ecosystem of 
services that extend beyond the walls of the 
organization. This paradigm shift reimagines 
the organization not as functional silos and 
a collection of distinct technology solutions, 
but rather refocuses on developing the 
net new capabilities required to be able to 
orchestrate a collection of services to deliver 
these functions.

The Kinetic Enterprise perspective allows 
an organization to access skillsets and 
technologies and harness brainpower that 
the organization may not have internally 
or choose not to maintain as a core 
competency. The capabilities required to 
succeed in this environment are flexible, 
dynamic…and evolving. 

Enabling the Kinetic Enterprise
To enable the kinetic enterprise, consumer 
products companies will need to build new 
muscles (while continuing to feed their core), 
and re-wire the ‘nerves’ that orchestrate 
movement in those muscles.

 • Build Core Emerging Capabilities
 – Consumer products companies should 
develop the ability to orchestrate an 
ecosystem of players; not just existing 
external partners and advisors, but 
new technologies and providers, on-
demand talent pools and resources and 
flexible, shared supply chain networks. 
These organizations should embrace 
data agility and analytics that will 
evolve, adjust and learn. And the kinetic 
consumer products enterprise should 
persistently pursue innovation and 
evolution in the pervasive atmosphere of 
zero based budgeting. 

 • Establish an Ecosystem-driven 
Infrastructure
 – In order to nurture and sustain the new 
ecosystem, the organization should build 
infrastructure aligned to the new service 
paradigm. As technology rapidly evolves, 
the organization should establish clear 
processes and criteria to support build 
vs. buy decisions. Delayed adoption 
and inability to move at the speed of 
the market at the hand of outdated, 
burdensome evaluation requirements 
may cost the organization dearly.

 – Operationalizing the ecosystem should 
balance speed and sustainability. 
Speed to market alone will not ferry the 
organization into the future; successful 

ecosystem orchestration must ensure 
compatibility of players and stability of 
core technology infrastructure 

 – Metrics and incentives will need to 
be realigned to reflect the ecosystem 
approach. In the last fifty years 
corporations were defined by roles, 
processes and tenure. But now, in the 
kinetic enterprise, it’s not physical assets 
and owned resources that matter, but 
rather the ecosystem as a whole. Tenure 
no longer reigns supreme, but rather 
merit and (near-term) impact. It is the 
realization of meritocracy. 
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The only constant is change—and never has that adage rung more true for consumer products than it does now. When the rules of the game 
are changing, you can’t afford to sit idly on the bench. 
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The Kinetic Consumer Products Enterprise

To help make sense of it all and 
to help you build a roadmap 
to the Kinetic Enterprise, we 
present Deloitte’s Tech Trends 
for Consumer Products, an 
annual in-depth exploration 
of six trends that are likely 
to challenge consumer 
products companies in the next 
18–24 months.
From Dark Analytics to a framework 
for building innovation capabilities to 
tackle the Exponential Watchlist, these 
articles embody the spirit of the kinetic 
enterprise, represent key capabilities 
required for the consumer products 
industry to embrace and adapt in an 
environment of disruption.
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Six trends likely to challenge consumer 
products companies

Mixed Reality: Bringing experiences to life for consumer products organizations
As innovation drives new technology options, organizations embrace Mixed Reality to  
connect with consumers in novel ways. Consumer products companies have the  
opportunity to approach advertising, marketing, and the retail experience with  
completely new and intriguing ways to attract consumer attention.

Everything as a Service: A Paradigm shift for consumer products
The shared economy is taking hold at the enterprise level. Many corporations  
are reimagining the very nature of their offerings – to customers, suppliers,  
internal constituents, and competitors – as services.

Dark Analytics: leveraging insights hidden within data
Analytics efforts are expected to focus on illuminating powerful strategic, customer,  
and operational insights hidden within non-traditional and “dark” data sources. 

Exponential Watch List: Embracing innovation in consumer products
Funding, metrics and incentives can nurture systematic innovation capabilities.

Blockchain: Putting the trust economy to work for consumer products
Blockchain offers many benefits including removing silos between parties and 
internal functions, streamlining business and consumer payments, and improved
security through transparency.

Machine learning, cognitive analytics, and robotics process automation (RPA)
Machine learning, cognitive analytics and robotics process automation (RPA) are being  
leveraged widely in the consumer goods marketplace to gather consumer insights,  
optimize inventories, and create offerings for retail customers.
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Mixed reality for consumer 
products
When Deloitte University Press published 
Tech Trends 20161, we declared that 
augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality 
(VR) had already arrived in the consumer 
products industry. The past year has 
validated that assessment: We’re seeing 
even more consumer products companies 
making forays into the world of mixed 
reality, exploring innovative concepts 
and incorporating ongoing technology 
advancements. For more on the path to 
purchase, reinvented storytelling, and 
engaging consumers through AR/VR, 
we encourage you to read our response 

to last year’s tech trends, Deloitte Tech 
Trends 2016: Innovating in the digital era, 
A consumer product (CP) perspective2. This 
year, we focus on new advancements and 
innovation in mixed reality and consider the 
implications for our clients in the consumer 
products industry.

Advertising in a virtual world
Advertisers continue to explore 
opportunities to generate revenue from 
emerging channels: Snapchat, Facebook, 
YouTube, and cord-cutter apps like Hulu have 
all created new avenues for advertisers to 
capture consumer audiences. Mixed reality 
presents an especially unique opportunity3. 

Consumers within a VR experience are 
often a completely captive audience and 
well-designed ad campaigns can deliver 
immersive customer experiences that 
amplify brands in entirely new and novel 
ways. Virtual advertising is edging toward 
current day reality as VR films become more 
pervasive. Sundance Film festival already has 
a category dedicated exclusively to VR films4 
and Google was recently nominated for 
an Academy Award for a short VR film 
called PEARL5.

Mixed Reality: Bringing experiences to life
for consumer products organizations
As innovation drives new technology options, organizations embrace 
Mixed Reality to connect with consumers in novel ways

Consumers within a VR experience are a
completely captive audience
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It’s fair to ask what this advertising 
opportunity would look like. Trivver provides 
an intriguing view into the future of virtual 
ads3 (Cite Trivver). Specializing in AR/VR 
advertising, Trivver provides a platform for 
generating 3D interactive smart objects 
and incorporating them directly into a 3D 
experience. For a beverage company to 
utilize the Trivver platform they would first 
secure ad placements, then the platform 
would insert branded 3D beverage objects 
in the landscape of the AR/VR experience. 
A variety of consumer products segments 
would lend themselves to this type of 
product placement in a cutting edge 
(virtual) environment.

New frontiers for marketing
Immersive brand storytelling presents 
a powerful tool for differentiation and 
consumer engagement. Haagen Dazs has 
taken advantage of this storytelling venue 
to express a passion for the protection 
of honey bees. They are now sharing that 
passion with the world through a honeybee-
guided VR tour. Yes, you read that correctly: 
Using virtual reality, Haagen Dazs shrinks 
viewers to honeybee size for a flying tour 
that educates consumers on the perils facing 
the honeybee and why their safety should 
matter to all of us6.

From an IoT perspective, new networks of 
connected devices continue to generate 
massive quantities of data with the potential 
to capture highly personalized 1:1 consumer 
marketing insights7. Consider the possibilities 
represented by iMotions, a human behavior 
research company that owns proprietary 
software capable of performing real-time 
analysis on human sentiment and behavior. 
The team at iMotions uses concepts like 
eye tracking and facial-expression analysis 
to enable neuro-marketing, the cognitive 
and emotional responses of consumers to 
their environment. Imagine the possibilities 
of a world in which mixed reality devices 
can collect nonverbal customer sentiments 

in real time and then personalize the 
interactive experience at the individual 
consumer level. While this will clearly require 
important discussions about consumer 
privacy rights, the potential to personalize 
the customer journey is truly incredible.

Elevating the retail experience
In a world where brick-and-mortar stores 
are challenged by online e-commerce giants, 
companies are looking at mixed reality to 
bring some magic to consumer shopping 
experiences. For example, some apparel 
brands are using augmented reality to 
extend the capabilities of customization 
service. The technology projects apparel 
designs onto a customized virtual 3D model, 
so consumers can see how the final product 
will look before making the purchase.

In the world of cosmetics, Glamscout helps 
consumers emulate the looks of their 
favorite celebrities8. Consumers simply 
select their favorite celebrity look and 
Glamscout allows them to virtually try on the 
same cosmetic look. Like what you see? After 
sharing your favorite cosmetic makeover 
on social media, Glamscout aims to convert 
buyers by suggesting make-up shades 
from the celebrity picture and encouraging 
product sales via mobile purchasing. Even 
though Glamscout is still a nascent app in 
the marketplace, it exemplifies the trend of 
using AR to convert buyers on the path to 
purchase, and highlights the potential for 
mixed reality apps to evolve into legitimate 
sources of revenue generation.

On a more macro level, Amazon is exploring 
the possibility of opening an augmented 
reality furniture store9. The stores would 
allow users to leverage mixed reality to 
see how furniture would look in their own 
home. The concept is nascent but presents 
interesting possibilities for converging the 
world of mobile commerce with brick-and-
mortar retail.

Finally, consider the potential disruptive 
power of virtual shopping malls. Could this 
represent the evolution of mobile-commerce 
and e-commerce converging to form a 
new channel for retail revenue generation? 
Recently, Alibaba debuted Buy +, a virtual 
reality shopping experience that allows 
consumers to explore popular shopping 
destinations like Target or Macy’s and 
make purchases within a virtual world10. 
Users simply look at a desired product and 
acknowledge the buy with a head nod. While 
the technology is still in early stages, Buy + 
has already hosted more than eight million 
Alibaba consumers; consumers clearly have 
an appetite for exploring virtual shopping 
channels. As head-mounted displays such as 
Google Cardboard become more affordable 
and more common household items, 
we are likely to see an increase in virtual 
shopping opportunities.

Could this represent the evolution of
mobile-commerce and e-commerce
converging to form a new channel
for retail revenue generation?
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Bringing Mixed Reality to Life for 
Your Organization
It is too soon to predict when mixed reality 
will establish itself as a ubiquitous technology 
but momentum is clearly building as investors 
continue pouring significant funding into 
product development, and consumer 
products companies deliver innovative 
projects to the market. To stay relevant 
when mixed reality hits full stride, consumer 
products companies should be making 
preparations now in anticipation of what is to 
come.
1. Explore and innovate mixed reality 

business cases: Consumer products 
companies have already brought 
pilots to market that amplify brands or 
directly generate revenue but the most 
impactful ways to monetize mixed reality 
investments has not been codified. Stay 
focused on piloting use cases with tangible 
business improvements and keep an eye 
toward future opportunities to disrupt 
business models.

2. Explore partnerships: With mixed reality 
companies racing to establish dominance, 
the competitive landscape is crowded and 
fragmented. This can yield opportunities 
to cultivate valuable partnerships with 
leading mixed reality companies seeking to 
establish a foothold and carve out market 
dominance. Look for opportunities to 
engage in mutually beneficial partnerships.

3. Be a student of the game: Goldman 
Sachs11 predicts that mixed reality will 
be an $80 billion market by 2025. You 
do not want to be left behind when 
mixed reality reaches critical mass. 
Be sure that mixed reality is included 
in your long-term strategic planning 
discussions. Establish a dedicated 

committee of experts to stay current 
on emerging mixed reality trends and 
remain diligent about experimenting 
with innovative pilots now. This should 
include a close partnership with your 
cyber security team to mitigate any 
potential risks to company intellectual 
property (IP) and customer data.

Mixed Reality

Immersive 
consumer 

experience

Virtual reality
Simulated environment 
enabled by sensory stimuli to 
immerse users inside an 
artificial environment

Augmented reality
Enhanced version of reality 
created by the use of 
technology to overlay digital 
information on devices
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The disruptive potential of mixed 
reality is incredible—and exciting. 
Consumer products companies 
have the opportunity to approach 
advertising, marketing, and the 
retail experience with completely 
new and intriguing ways to attract 
consumer attention. As the 
technology evolves and adoption 
accelerates, consumers are 
likely to embrace the immersive, 
visually rich, and personalized 
experiences readily, triggering 
yet another shift in not only how 
brands engage consumers, but 
in how we define success for 
consumer products companies. 
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Reimagining the Consumer 
Products Organization as an 
ecosystem of services
A new business imperative is helping shape 
shaping strategic and operational decision 
making: The shared economy is taking 
hold at the enterprise level. Just as ride-
sharing companies leveraged technological 
advancements, shifts in consumer behavior, 
and a flexible, on-demand workforce to 
create new opportunities in transportation-
as-a-service, many corporations are 
reimagining the very nature of their 
offerings—to customers, suppliers, internal 
constituents, and competitors—as services.

Less than two years ago, Robert Tercek 
coined the phrase “dematerialization” to 
describe shifting consumer preference for 

physical products—consumer electronics 
and fixed media (cassette tapes), for 
example—to software-enabled services like 
streaming audio1. Today, dematerialization 
is happening in multiple industries 
simultaneously—finance and payment 
systems, automobile ownership and 
transportation, labor and manufacturing, 
health care and medicine—and moving up 
the value chain to transform the corporate 
environment2. Now commonly referred to 
as everything-as-a-service (XaaS), this 
concept is poised to drive the evolution of 
business models across industries, including 
consumer products—rapidly.

Amazon is a highly visible example of 
this paradigm shift. Amazon has begun 
commercializing internal capabilities as 

services. Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
provides secure server space to companies 
like Netflix, AirBnB, and BMW. Amazon has 
similarly packaged internal operations such 
as customer service, financial services, 
fulfillment, and warehouse systems for 
external customers. The company is 
reportedly even laying the groundwork for its 
own shipping business.

Everything as a Service:  
A Paradigm shift for Consumer Products

Dematerialization is happening in 
multiple industries 
simultaneously—finance and payment 
systems, automobile ownership and 
transportation, labor and 
manufacturing, health care and 
medicine—and moving up the value 
chain to transform the 
corporate environment.
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XaaS for consumer products
A common misconception of XaaS is that it 
applies only to technology companies and 
services. In reality, XaaS is a mindset. While a 
robust technical architecture is required for 
enabling this transformation, XaaS relies on 
a vision of business capabilities, products, 
and processes not as discreet vertical 
offerings but as a collection of horizontal 
services that can be accessed and leveraged 
across organizational boundaries.

While there are many successful examples 
of XaaS across business processes, the XaaS 
benefits cases are showing highest growth 
and adoption when derived from maturing 
concepts like the contingent workforce, 
factory-as-a-service (FaaS), and analytics-as-
a-service (AaaS). By helping organizations 
productize personnel, infrastructure, and 
analytics capabilities, XaaS expands the 
breadth of operating model designs that can 
lead to strategic and financial upside.

Strategically, this wider view of XaaS 
gives organizations increased agility and 
adaptability: By expanding capabilities 
beyond the core, companies can reduce 
reliance on key products, markets, and 
geographies, consequentially reducing 

pressure from legacy challenges and 
competitors. The XaaS framework can help 
organizations evaluate these opportunities 
and quickly strengthen the company’s 
overall position, regardless of the area of 
transformation.

XaaS can provide topline opportunities 
for most companies, which also improves 
metrics such as revenue-per-employee if 
the firm chooses to execute a contingent 
workforce model, for example. While the 
revenue opportunities may readily present 
themselves, many organizations are 
likely to struggle with cost management 
in transitioning to XaaS. Allocation of 
capital expenditures versus operating 
expenses can confound managers; 
without careful oversight, XaaS might be 
immediately—and mistakenly—classified 
as all operating expense. Cross-functional 

collaboration mitigates this challenge: 
IT should work with audit and finance to 
determine which portion can be allocated as 
capital expenditure.

The rise of Zero-Based Budgeting (ZBB) in 
consumer products companies can also help 
with financial and reporting challenges, since 
ZBB allocates funding based on program 
efficiency and necessity rather than on 
budget history. XaaS efforts are largely new 
business opportunities so an approach like 
ZBB can help control the bottom line while 
organizations extend existing operations to 
these new and diverse opportunities.3

The consumer products XaaS 
framework
The XaaS journey can be fraught with 
challenges; to that end, we propose 
a framework for identifying and 
commercializing XaaS opportunities for 
consumer products organizations. Every 
organization operates in a unique ecosystem 
of technologies, capabilities, and resources 
that can be segmented as strategic, core, 
or foundational. Viewing XaaS through this 
framework can help leaders decide where to 
play and where not to play.

Strategically, this wider view of XaaS 
gives organizations increased agility and 
adaptability: By expanding capabilities 
beyond the core, companies can reduce 
reliance on key products, markets, and 
geographies, consequentially reducing 
pressure from legacy challenges 
and competitors.

Strategy

Core

Foundation

Strategy starts on the edges: identify noncore, commoditized 
functions that offer high levels of efficiency as the first-in-line 

for XaaS transformation. Operational capabilities that are 
easily standardized for business process outsourcing (BPO), 

robotic process automation (RPA), or offshore outsourcing 
provide likelihood of success for transformation.

Protect your core: Identifying nonessential process as “pilot” 
programs allows the company to function without disruption 

and lends learning opportunities for future, high-value XaaS 
transformation closer to the core. It is important to be mindful 

of the viability of a service that will not diminish the company’s 
core competitive advantages.

Shore up your Foundation: After you’ve identified 
areas of operationalization, organize your foundation to 

provide support where appropriate and ensure there’s no 
compromising of key capabilities. Transforming internal 

services introduces an element of risk to a company’s 
competitive position, and it’s critical to mitigate potential 

operational risks by securing a reliable foundation.
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The XaaS playbook
Execution: The devil is in the details—and the 
communications 
As popularly quoted, Jamie Dimon, CEO of JPMorgan 
Chase, has stated, “I’d rather have a first-rate execution 
and second-rate strategy any time than a brilliant 
idea and mediocre management.” Without a first-rate 
execution, an XaaS strategy is likely to do more harm 
than good4. Effectively executing an XaaS offering will 
require laser focus on two necessities: an effective 
communications plan and an agile-driven roadmap.

In upfront and ongoing communications, define the 
“what” before the “how,” so your organization can 
focus and align on the optimal future state first. With 
alignment on what constitutes a robust and successful 
future, work back through an implementation plan built 
on an agile-driven approach. The market is moving fast 
and revitalization of key functions in your organization 
is a significant undertaking. One pathway to success 
without fundamental negative impact to the core is to 
move fast and iterate. Embracing this pace and process 
will help you drive more smoothly toward the “what” 
your culture has aligned behind.

Culture matters
Embracing XaaS may require significant cultural change 
for your organization—and cultural acceptance is 
absolutely critical. Evaluate your existing culture for 
aptitude and appetite for change: You should measure 
and fully understand the adaptability of your workforce. 
Start with conversations among peers to establish a 
shared vision, followed by formal communications, 
knowledge-sharing programs, and XaaS learning 
opportunities. As a critical mass of advocates builds, 
offer more education and training to drive awareness 
and understanding of the positive impact XaaS could 
have for your business, financially and culturally. 

XaaS is already showing clear emerging signs of the 
potential to provide tremendous upside to consumer 
products companies. Whether achieving cost savings 
through operational efficiencies or topline growth 
through building net-new revenue opportunities, 
leaders must identify the potential positive and negative 
impact on their businesses. How these impacts will be 
realized depends on the approach to evaluating and 
executing opportunity areas. The consumer products 
XaaS framework and the XaaS playbook provide 
guidance on how to think about this broad and evolving 
trend so leaders can properly approach XaaS and 
leverage it to their organization’s advantage.
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Dark analytics is focused primarily on raw 
text-based data that has not been analyzed, 
with an emphasis on unstructured data—
text messages, documents, email, video and 
audio files, and still images, among others. 
In some cases, dark analytics explorations 
could also target the deep web which 

comprises everything on the web that is not 
indexed by search engines, estimated to be 
500 times larger than the surface web most 
people search daily 3. 

The data sources that fuel dark analytics are 
likely to multiply at a rapid rate, given that an 

estimated 90 percent of all data in existence 
today was generated during the past five 
years4. In addition, the digital data universe 
doubles in size every 12 months and is 
expected to reach 44 zettabytes (that’s 44 
trillion gigabytes) in size by 20205. Gartner 
anticipates that explosive growth in IoT 
will result in 20.8 billion connected devices 
deployed by 20206. The associated volume of 
data generated by IoT is projected to grow to 
269 times the amount of data currently being 
transmitted to data centers from end-user 
devices and 49 times higher than total data 
center traffic. To date, only a tiny fraction of 
the digital universe has been explored for 
analytic value. IDC Research estimates that 
by 2020, as much as 33 percent of the digital 
universe will contain information that might 
be valuable if analyzed7.

Dark Analytics: leveraging 
insights hidden within data

The largest and fastest growing data sources in organizations are unstructured1 and 
remain unanalyzed. In consumer products, few large organizations have started to 
explore non-traditional data sources such as text, image, audio, and video files; 
machine and sensor information generated by the Internet of Things (IoT); and the 
enormous troves of raw data in the unexplored recesses of the “deep web.” However, 
recent advances in computer vision, pattern recognition, and cognitive analytics are 
making it possible for companies to shine a light on these untapped sources, and 
derive insights that lead to better experiences and decision making across the 
business. IDC Research projects that organizations that analyze all relevant “dark 
analytics” data and deliver actionable insights will achieve an additional $430 billion in 
productivity gains over their less analytically oriented peers by 20202.
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Analyzing social data has enabled companies 
to capture insights about customer needs 
and desires to inform product development 
and marketing. For example, Procter & 
Gamble analyzed social data and launched 
a campaign to persuade customers to 
change how they consumed indigestion 
reliever. The results are significant: Proctor 
and Gamble increased market share by 
11 percent in 12 months8. Concurrent 
advances in technologies such as distributed 
data architecture, in-memory processing, 
machine learning, visualization, natural 
language processing, and cognitive analytics 
have improved processing time, accuracy, 
and insight generation capabilities for 
unstructured data. Critical strategic, 
customer, and operational insights are 
buried within enormous volumes of 
transactional, social, digital and other 
sources of data. These insights are now 
within reach and can enable organizations to 
make better business decisions. Extracting 
insights from unstructured data has become 
table stakes for many large companies.

Critical strategic, customer, and 
operational insights are buried within 
enormous volumes of transactional, 
social, digital and other sources of data. 
These insights are now within reach and 
can enable organizations to make better 
business decisions. Extracting insights 
from unstructured data has become 
table stakes for large companies. 

Dark analytics efforts typically 
focus on three areas: 
Internal untapped data: In many 
organizations, large collections of both 
structured and unstructured data sit idle. 
On the structured side, this is typically due 
to lack of integration of disparate data sets 
across systems, functions, or business 
units. Unstructured data can include emails, 
notes, messages from customer call centers, 
and logs and notifications from IoT devices 
such as connected vending machines. 
These can contain valuable information on 

pricing, customer behavior, and competitors. 
Integrating these data sets could be 
extremely useful, providing access to large 
structured and unstructured data pools—
and related insights—that were previously 
untapped. For example, Kimberly Clark 
Professional built an analytics app based 
on IoT data from toilet paper dispensers 
it uses for facility contracts; the app has 
delivered an estimated toilet paper savings 
of approximately 20 percent9.

Nontraditional unstructured data: 
The second type of data consumer goods 
companies can derive value from is text 
data, audio and video files, and still images, 
none of which can be effectively mined by 
traditional methods. Advancements such 
as computer vision, advanced pattern 
recognition, and video and sound analytics 
capabilities provide a way to analyze 
these data types. Mining these previously 
untapped data sets can provide important 
insights—for example, voice data from call 
center interactions with consumers and 
customers can help companies identify 
key issues and customer needs. The Coca 
Cola Company used sentiment analysis to 
better understand customer sentiments 
and behavior. Customer conversations 
with a quantifiable sentiment indicator 
attached—a rating, a like, and a helpfulness 
vote—provide something to indicate how 
the consumer really feels. Analyzing these 
conversation trends, Coca Cola can derive 
valuable insights about customer behavior. 
For example, the company found that 
shoppers exposed to reviews and Q&A on 
product pages show 161 percent higher 
conversion rate and 195 percent higher 
revenue per visit. In addition, Coca Cola 
could identify advocates for its products 
and target them with promotions to improve 
loyalty. And the company could identify 
behavior related to different consumer 
segments—which products Millennials 
prefer and what Baby Boomers like10.

Just as the intelligence community 
monitors the volume and context of 
deep web activity to identify potential 
threats, businesses may soon be able to 
curate competitive intelligence using a 
variety of emerging search tools 
designed to help users target scientific 
research, activist data, or even hobbyist 
threads found in the deep web.

Data in the deep web: As a dimension 
of dark analytics, the deep web offers 
what may contain the largest body of 
untapped information—data curated by 
academics, consortia, government agencies, 
communities, and other third-party 
domains. According to estimates, the deep 
web holds 750 terabytes of data compared 
to 19 terabytes held by the surface web11. 
However, the deep web’s sheer size and 
distinct lack of structure can make it difficult 
to search. For now, only data mining and 
analytics efforts that are bounded and 
focused on a defined target—for instance 
licensable data owned by a private 
association—will likely yield relevant, useful 
insights. Just as the intelligence community 
monitors the volume and context of deep 
web activity to identify potential threats, 
businesses may soon be able to curate 
competitive intelligence using a variety of 
emerging search tools designed to help 
users target scientific research, activist data, 
or even hobbyist threads found in the deep 
web. For example, Deep Web Technologies 
builds search tools for retrieving and 
analyzing data that would be inaccessible 
to standard search engines12. This software 
is currently deployed by federal scientific 
agencies as well as several academic and 
corporate organizations. Stanford University 
has built a prototype engine called Hidden 
Web Exposer that scrapes the deep web 
for information using a task-specific, 
human-assisted approach. Other publicly 
accessible search engines include Infoplease, 
PubMed, and the University of California’s 
Infomine13, among others.
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Focused approach
The purpose of dark analytics is to answer 
focused questions, not to catalogue vast 
volumes of unstructured data. To be 
effective, the effort should start with the 
right questions. What problem are we 
solving? What would we do differently if we 
could solve that problem? Finally, what data 
sources and analytics capabilities will help us 
answer the first two questions? 

The purpose of dark analytics is to 
answer focused questions, not to 
catalogue vast volumes of unstructured 
data. To be successful, the effort has to 
start with the right questions.

By answering these questions first, dark 
analytics initiatives can illuminate specific 
insights that are relevant and valuable. 
Remember, most of the data universe is 
dark—with its sheer size and variety, it 
should probably stay that way. 

Where should you start?
To leverage unstructured data for actionable 
insights, it’s important for organizations to 
develop a disciplined process and the right 
tools. Consider this series of practical steps 
to get started: 

Ask relevant, focused questions, then 
extrapolate: Focus on specific problem 
statements and then identify and process 
the required data. For example, if an 
organization with a significant direct store 
delivery (DSD) go-to-market model wants 
to understand the optimal assortment at 
a store level, it should focus the analytics 
effort on one market, prove the value, and 
then roll out to other markets one by one 
or in groups. This allows the organization 
to focus on very specific data such as sales, 
demographics, and other unstructured data 
for that market. Big data can be leveraged for 
insights into many areas of business value, 
including consumer sentiment analysis, 
brand value, shopper behavior, assortment 
optimization, and innovation. 

Leverage external data: Augmenting 
internal data with external and third-party 
data can improve the depth of insights. For 
example, to help uncover sales drivers, a 
CPG organization can augment its sales data 
with external demographic, socio-economic, 
and weather data to determine the true 
drivers of sales. 

Augment data talent: Data scientists 
are an increasingly valuable resource, 
especially those who can artfully combine 
deep modeling and statistical techniques 
with industry or function-specific insights 
and creative problem framing. Going 

forward, those with demonstrable expertise 
especially in the areas of machine and 
deep learning programming visualization 
and traditional skills such as master data 
management and data architecture will likely 
be in demand. 

Use advanced visualization tools: It’s 
crucial to understand the “so what” and 
the “why” of complex analytical insights 
before insight can be turned into action. 
This can be done with effective visualization 
through infographics, dashboards, and other 
visualization methods. 

Make it a business-driven effort: It’s 
time to recognize analytics as an overall 
business strategy rather than an IT function. 
This involves support from the C-suite and 
CEO alignment on making analytics part of 
business strategy and an insights-driven 
advantage (IDA) in the marketplace. One key 
way to help ensure buy-in is to first pilot a 
project that will demonstrate the tangible 
ROI that can be realized by the organization 
with a business-wide analytics strategy.

Think broadly: As you develop new 
capabilities and strategies, think about 
how you can extend them across the 
organization as well as to customers, 
vendors, and business partners. Your new 
data strategy can then become part of your 
reference architecture.
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ReferencesThe Bottom Line
With ever-growing data 
reserves still unexplored, 
aggregation, analysis, and 
storage are no longer 
end goals in the agile 
organization’s analytics 
strategy. Going forward, 
analytics efforts are expected 
to focus on illuminating 
powerful strategic, customer, 
and operational insights 
hidden within non-traditional 
and “dark” data sources for 
CPG companies. Be excited 
about the potential of 
unstructured and external 
data, but it’s important to 
stay grounded in specific 
business questions such 
as consumer sentiments, 
shopper behavior, 
assortment optimization, 
innovation, brand health 
and promotional feedback 
with bounded scope and 
measurable, attributable 
value. Consider these 
questions to help focus your 
dark analytics efforts on 
areas that matter to your 
business—and to avoid 
getting lost in the increasingly 
vast unknown.
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How funding, metrics and 
incentives can nurture systematic 
innovation capabilities
For almost five years now, Deloitte and 
Singularity University have been claiming 
that disruption is around the corner, and 
we’ve spoken widely about the disruptive 
potential of exponential technologies. A lot 
has changed over those five years in the 
consumer products industry. Disruptive 
new entrants such as Dollar Shave Club, 
Warby Parker, and Three Squirrel Nuts have 
made a splash (especially in areas of social 
impact, business model, and crowd-sourcing 

innovation). Some startups have come and 
gone. During the same time period, not 
nearly as much change has occurred among 
large consumer products companies as 
might be expected.

A recent Deloitte study1 of 44 leading 
consumer products firms found that those 
that are able to effectively build systematic 
innovation capabilities have been more 
successful embracing exponential change. 
The capabilities that successful innovators 
have adopted at a rate that outpaces 
their peers include funding, metrics, 
and incentives2. These three levers have 

been grossly underappreciated by other 
consumer products leaders, with only 
32 percent, 43 percent, and 45 percent 
(respectively) of firms studied demonstrating 
these capabilities. This presents a clear path 
for large consumer products companies 
to better position themselves to embrace 
exponential technologies.

Exponential Watch List: 
Embracing Innovation in Consumer Products

A recent Deloitte study of 44 leading 
consumer products firms found that 
those that are able to build systematic 
innovation capabilities have been more 
successful embracing exponential change. 
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Dedicating funding to fuel growth
Innovation demands dedicated funding, 
separate from core operational budgets. 
Without it, innovation initiatives run the 
risk of having funds reapportioned back to 
core businesses when times get tough. This 
funding can come in many forms. Some 
CP firms have seen success in creating 
innovation centers of excellence, which allow 
for cross-functional sharing of ideas. Others 
look to partnering with Silicon Valley through 
collaborative arrangements, corporate 
accelerators, corporate venture capital 
arms, or acquisitions3. These methods 
allow the CP firm to tap into an established 
innovation ecosystem to overcome cultural 
and structural barriers to innovation growth. 
While there isn’t a one size fits all approach, 
organizations who are creating independent 
innovation groups are overcoming traditional 
funding barriers to drive innovation in 
product designs. Unencumbered by 
timeline or budget, these innovation groups 
are taking ideas from science fiction like 
concepts to real life products in the market.

Incentivizing desired behaviors
The right incentives are required to 
effectively motivate the desired behaviors 
for embracing exponential technologies. 
Experimentation and willingness to fail 
are examples of such desired behaviors. 
To encourage greater risk taking, many 
companies go so far as rewarding failure. For 
example, Indian conglomerate Tata gives out 
an annual “Dare to Try” award to recognize 
audacious but failed attempts to create 
breakthrough innovations4. At the social 

media consultancy NixonMcInnes, the entire 
company gets together once a month at the 
“Church of Fail” where they recognize and 
praise bold failures5. Both of these examples 
show that motivating desired behaviors 
involves designing the right incentives 
and that often these incentives are not 
monetary, but rather embrace a culture 
of experimentation.

Paying individuals to innovate may actually 
prove to be counterproductive according to 
several studies on rewards and motivation. 
That is because innovation is intrinsically 
motivated6. As an alternative to monetary 
rewards, some of the most successful 
incentives are designed to accommodate 
people’s desires for autonomy, mastery, 
and purpose. Warby Parker, for example, 
schedules Demo Days where each 
department can show off the coolest stuff 
they’re working on7. Often, just giving 
employees a platform for showcasing their 
work can be enough to motivate innovation.

Setting innovation metrics to drive 
better outcomes
In the consumer products industry, strong 
metrics to evaluate innovation initiatives 
are largely lacking. This lack of visibility 

can make it difficult to motivate favorable 
innovation outcomes. As the adage goes, 
“What’s measured gets managed.” Heineken 
recognizes the importance of such metrics 
and actually tracks innovation as a part of 
its annual report: “We have an ambitious 
6 percent innovation rate for the coming 
years—meaning that 6 percent of our sales 
will come from new innovations.”8 

While having some metrics is better than 
none, consumer products organizations 
would likely benefit from tracking a 
complete set of indicators that correspond 
to the behaviors and outcomes they want 
to evaluate. For Unilever, innovation is 
synonymous with driving responsible 
and sustainable business growth. To 
infuse stainability into the very DNA of the 
company, the company’s leadership has 
developed the Unilever Sustainable Living 
Plan, which sets clearly defined, measurable 
targets on everything from how the company 
sources raw materials to how it gives back 
to local communities9. Progress against 
these targets is regularly measured and 
reported, creating a sense of accountability 
and ultimately driving favorable financial 
outcomes. This set of Sustainable Living 
metrics reinforces Unilever’s core culture 
that business decisions should reflect 
both financial and corporate responsibility 
returns, as well as investments across the 
social, economic, and environmental value 
chain. This story demonstrates how metrics 
help to correlate behaviors to outcomes, so 
that companies can understand and improve 
innovation capabilities over time.

While having some metrics is better than 
none consumer products organizations 
would likely benefit from tracking a 
complete set of indicators that correspond 
to the behaviors and outcomes they want 
to evaluate. 
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ReferencesBottom line
If nothing else, the lack of 
mass adoption of exponential 
technologies by large consumer 
products companies underscores 
what we have long believed: 
Innovation is hard work. It takes 
a highly disciplined approach 
and effort to embrace innovation 
and reap the rewards. What 
gives us grounds for optimism 
is that we see Evidence of some 
companies achieving innovation 
and harnessing the power of 
exponentials gives us grounds 
for optimism. Those companies 
exhibit several common 
characteristics: systematic use 
of distinct funding mechanisms, 
incentives, and metrics. 
Organizations who share these 
characteristics are more likely 
to foster successful innovation. 
Those companies—and their 
delighted customers—can be 
considered winners no matter 
what “next big thing” hits the 
consumer products industry.
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Exploring D2C and B2C blockchain 
use cases for consumer products
“The technology most likely to change the 
next decade of business is not the social 
web, big data, the cloud, robotics, or even 
artificial intelligence. It’s the blockchain, 
the technology behind digital currencies 
like Bitcoin1.” –Harvard Business Review.

Blockchain technology is complex, but the 
idea is simple. At its most basic, blockchain is 
a vast, global distributed ledger or database 
running on millions of devices and open to 
anyone. Anything—not just information but 
anything of value, including money, titles, 
deeds, music, art, scientific discoveries, 
intellectual property, and even votes—can 
be moved and stored securely and privately. 
On the blockchain, trust is established on 
the basis of mass collaboration and smart 

code rather than powerful intermediaries 
like banks, governments, and technology 
companies. Blockchain is designed to ensure 
integrity and trust between strangers.
Rather than rely on traditional, internally 
integrated and externally isolated IT systems 
and communications channels, consumer 
products companies should consider 
the adoption of blockchain as a means to 
streamline execution and administration 
activities across the value chain. Blockchain-
enabled, near real-time, accurate and secure 
data and payment processing can offer 
transformational benefits to participants in 
both business to business (B2B) and direct to 
consumer (D2C) relationships.

Blockchain has the potential to increase 
certainty in financial reporting, payment 
processing, operational execution, and 

promotional monitoring. While blockchain 
itself is not a new technology, it has yet to 
gain widespread traction largely due to a 
dearth of widely accepted use cases beyond 
financial services. Nonetheless, there is 
a very strong benefits case for consumer 
products. In this article we identify some 
of the typical operational improvements 
measures and discuss operational concerns 
for both B2B and D2C transactions.

Blockchain: Putting the trust economy to 
work for consumer products

While blockchain itself is not a new 
technology, it has yet to gain 
widespread traction largely due to a 
dearth of widely accepted use cases 
beyond financial services. Nonetheless, 
there is a very strong benefits case for 
consumer products.
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Blockchain for business to 
business (B2B): Collaborative 
promotion payments 
and monitoring
For consumer products organizations, 
managing and validating payments for 
goods and trade agreements demands a 
significant amount of time and money. For 
many consumer products organizations, 
trade spend is the second largest expense, 
trailing only the manufacturing cost of their 
products2. According to Gartner3, in order 
for trade promotions to be successful, 
they must work for both the consumer 
products manufacturer and the retailer. 
Impacts to both companies’ profitability 
are the highest priority, but collaboration 
is essential, in terms of a broad portfolio of 
products, timing, and execution. Data is the 
key to improvement, efficiencies, and better 
decision making. Blockchain can facilitate 
improved data management for trade 
promotions in two specific ways: Alignment 
of demand and sales forecasting and 
simplification of revenue collection. 

Alignment of demand and sales 
forecasting
While many organizations use a demand 
planning-generated forecast as a starting 
point in trade and account planning, it is 
rare for that collaboration and information 

sharing to flow both ways. This unidirectional 
data flow can lead to functional areas within 
the same organization working from very 
different and asynchronous forecasts for the 
same customers, products, channels, and 
time periods. 

Breaking down organizational silos can 
effectively create change in an organization, 
yet more than half of companies admit that 
channels are managed in silos today. These 
structural and cultural separations may have 
unintended consequences with regards 
to how information and data are shared 
and managed; in 42% of organizations, 
data is not shared between teams4. This 
information segregation may lead to missed 

opportunities by limiting the data accessible 
to teams and therefore the insights that 
they may generate and act upon. Blockchain 
can help solve this problem by creating an 
infrastructure through which to democratize 
data, making information available across 
functional areas and organizational silos. 
One application of Blockchain to facilitate 
information sharing within consumer 
products is sales and demand forecasting. 

Blockchain can enable a single source of 
truth, a common forecast between sales and 
demand planning. This could significantly 
reduce costly production overruns and 
sales-impairing out-of-stock incidents by 
facilitating collaborative forecasting.

Trade Efficiency Matrix
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Simplification of revenue reconciliation
Blockchain could simplify the gross-to-net 
revenue reconciliation process through 
a distributed ledger approach. Tracking 
all values and total net amounts though 
automated blockchain processing would 
help generate significant cost (and time) 
savings through reduction of back office 
costs and processing errors. A blockchain-
driven ledger would provide a clear picture 
of real-time financial position at all times, no 
longer dependent on human information 
gathering, free from holiday and vacation 
calendars, and unburdened by human error. 

According to Harvard Business Review, 
“Blockchains may radically drop many 
transaction costs. For example, a global 
searchable database of all transactions 
would dramatically lower the costs of 
search. Smart contracts (software programs 
that self-execute complex instructions) 
on blockchains will plummet the costs of 
contracting, enforcing contracts, and making 
payments. Autonomous agents (bundles of 
smart contracts acting like rich applications) 
on the blockchain hold the promise of 
eliminating agency and coordinating 
costs, and can perhaps even lead to 
highly distributed enterprises with little or 
no management.5”

A Blockchain solution, boasting both 
low-cost and real-time payments, offers 
advantages over traditional processes for 
tracking amounts due, and could also be 
used to settle payments in real time, at a 
very high level of granularity. Blockchain 
enabled real-time, automated and highly 
granular payment processing could reduce 
risk of price discrepancies, post-audit 
actions, and trade disputes, all while 
simplifying the settlement process.

The combination of advanced trade spend 
monitoring and faster payment processing 
can influence a company’s placement in the 
trade efficiency matrix, enabling a consumer 
products company to become a cash-rich 
organization. This shift is triggered by 

increasing cash flow, reduction of working 
capital, and increased liquidity. The overall 
financial health of the organization improves, 
which enables increased efficiency in trade 
spend and sales lift to drive a growth 
agenda—critical to consumer products 
companies. As a result, the consumer 
products organization can become more 
flexible and better positioned to react to 
market changes and an ever-changing 
customer base.

Further, using Blockchain to track shipments, 
process payments, and execute promotions 
offers a reliable, internally sourced data 
set for consumer products companies—
an alternative to the long-time practice 
of obtaining data from syndicated data 
providers. Syndicated data is availability 
is limited by what data a retailer elects to 
report and the time lag between when a 
sale is transacted and when that sale is 
reported to the syndicated data provider 
and then redistributed to data customers. 
While channels outside of brick and mortar 
stores represent increasing share of sales 
for some channels and product segments, 
syndicated data coverage of non-traditional 
channels may not be exhaustive. Data 
sourced through Blockchain can offer 
greater visibility and customer/store 
coverage including information that drives 
key decisions in critical areas such as 
shipping processes, customer service, 
promotions, and payments for consumer 
products organizations.

In a time when corporate reputations 
are tied to data security, creating trust is 
essential. From a data security perspective, 
a remarkable capability of Blockchain is 
that once data is confirmed and a “block” is 
closed, it can no longer be changed. Every 
transaction is also reported by the counter 
party for validation. Confidence that all 
balances are correct, closed, and cannot 
be altered can increase trust for all parties 
involved in payment processing, as well as 
financial reporting accuracy. 

Direct to consumer: Trust-based 
trading through blockchain 
security of consumer information
In recent years, several retailers have 
experienced high-profile data breaches 
that severely damaged their brand and 
reputation. The retailers then also had 
to manage costs to mitigate hard dollar 
expenses related to the incident. Beyond 
secure financial transactions, blockchain 
is proving a viable option to store unique 
customer identification information through 
various encryption methods to help prevent 
fraudulent transactions and personal 
data vulnerability.

In an environment where the number of 
transaction options, sources, and 
payment methods available to most 
consumers grows exponentially, trust 
based on security of payment is a 
differentiating factor driving purchasing 
decisions: In other words, a customer 
might choose to purchase from you just 
because the purchasing process is 
trusted and positive (or vice versa).

Trust in consumer transactions
While there are obvious advantages to 
creating positive connection at all steps 
on the path to purchase, “a positive 
payment experience is more essential 
than ever to a successful purchase,”6 
according to Loyalty360. Payments are 
no longer just a functional step; instead, 
payment experiences now influence where 
consumers shop and when and what they 
buy. In an environment where the number of 
transaction options, sources, and payment 
methods available to most consumers grows 
exponentially, trust based on security of 
payment is a differentiating factor driving 
purchasing decisions: In other words, a 
customer might choose to purchase from 
you just because the purchasing process is 
trusted and positive (or vice versa).
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Transparency and tracking of 
purchase and product information
Blockchain’s tracking of purchases not 
only offers promotional capabilities, but 
also offers warranty tracking and product 
recall information. This is important for 
any food purchase and it is easy to imagine 
tracking food freshness for production and 
delivery. In many incarnations of current 
D2C grocery models, a vendor selects items, 
including “fresh” produce and delivers 
them without disclosing dates of harvest or 
expiration dates (“Best by”). A blockchain 
solution can help identify and track when 
and where grocery items were sourced 
and the time to delivery, shedding light 
on the process from farm to table. This 
higher level of transparency and accurate 
information could help improve customer 
satisfaction and loyalty, reduce food waste, 
and increase food product quality and 
margins simultaneously. 

Secure consumer transactions
Customer payments are the linchpin of the 
customer relationship; ease and security 
are differentiators that can strongly 
influence product choice and a willingness 
to pay. Blockchain provides a viable and 
potentially advantageous alternative to 
current payment options. As consumer 
products organizations evaluate their desire 
and ability to address the D2C channel, 
they should consider the opportunity to 
leapfrog antiquated payment methods and 
implement leading-edge technologies like 
blockchain to help reduce fraud risks and 
speak to consumers’ growing desire for trust 
and security in transactions.

Deloitte has piloted a blockchain payment 
solution in the U.K. developed by a startup, 
SETL, and the payment system has been 
efficiently integrated in the customer 
shopping experience where payments 
are tied to a unique digital ID on a Deloitte 
blockchain7. This multi-currency institutional 
payments and settlement infrastructure 
leverages blockchain to improve the 
efficiency of transactions while providing 
more complete information through a single 
source of data.

Facilitating transactions in 
emerging markets
In emerging markets, a blockchain solution 
could reach and interact with large 
populations that do not bank in a traditional 
way. Blockchain could transform the way 
societies function, shifting economies away 
from currency or bartering-based trade. A 
blockchain solution could encompass years 
of market dynamics, customer behavior, and 
technological improvements to introduce 
a cutting-edge and customer-centric 
payment platform.
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ReferencesSummary
Ultimately, Blockchain offers 
many benefits including 
removing silos between 
parties and internal functions, 
streamlining business 
and consumer payments, 
improved security through 
transparency. Consumer 
products companies have 
been slow to adopt these 
use cases and to embrace 
collaboration between market 
participants to date; however, 
as with many emerging 
technologies, higher levels of 
adoption will increase mutual 
benefit. As we wait for critical 
mass, consumer products 
companies should assess 
and prioritize Blockchain use 
cases within their landscapes; 
while maximum benefit may 
be derived through broad 
market adoption, non-
market-dependent benefits 
such as streamlined payment 
processing, internal data 
sharing and differentiated 
consumer transaction 
methods will reward those 
who move boldly into the 
Blockchain future.
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Automating insight development and application 
via machine learning
These analytics capabilities operate by identifying patterns 
and commonalities within large input data sets. Over time, as 
the data set attributes and number of observations increase, 
machine intelligence capabilities better identify patterns and 
improve the reliability and predictive quality of their output.

Machine learning, cognitive analytics, and 
robotics process automation (RPA)

Over time, as the data set attributes and number of 
observations increase, machine intelligence capabilities 
better identify patterns and improve the reliability and 
predictive quality of their output.

Machine learning, cognitive analytics, 
robotics process automation (RPA), and bots 
are among the newest wave of advanced 
analytics capabilities, collectively known as 
artificial intelligence (AI). These capabilities 
are being widely leveraged in the consumer 
goods marketplace to gather consumer 
insights, optimize inventories, and create 
offerings for retail customers.
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Machine intelligence is now being leveraged 
in nearly every aspect of the consumer 
products (CP) value chain, from supply chain 
and assortment to space optimization and 
consumer engagement.

Supply chain
Supply chain performance and decision 
making rely heavily on forecasted consumer 
demand. New demand forecasting models, 
which leverage machine learning techniques, 
demonstrate improved accuracy while 
providing forecasts at more granular 
customer and product levels. CP companies 
have made investments to create demand 
signal repositories that incorporate 
data from multiple sources, including 
sales, warehouse shipments, store-level 
performance, and point-of-sale (POS) data 
from retail partners and syndicated data 
providers. The incoming data is cleaned, 
harmonized, and fed into predictive machine 
intelligence models to create the demand 
forecast. These robust models contrast 
sharply against the prevailing simple 
modeling of historical sales and planned 
promotional activity.

In the new age of machine learning, 
algorithms improve over time, “learning” 
from the data fed through them. This allows 
companies to capitalize on a broad range 
of data sources—from weather patterns 
to social media—to continually refine and 
improve forecast accuracy and specificity. 
For example, IBM Watson has been used 
to incorporate data from multiple sources, 
including weather stations, social media, 
and news feeds, to improve the precision of 
weather predictions1. These forecasts can 
be applied to help both manufacturers and 
retailers make better supply chain, pricing, 
and promotion decisions.

Weather data can influence demand and 
sales forecasting on an annual and ongoing 
basis. Algorithms to remove the impact 
of unusual weather activities (such as a 
late spring snowfall in the South) smooth 
historical data and improve future forecasts. 
On a shorter planning horizon, weather 
data can influence supply chain decisions to 
ensure that the right products are available 
in the right areas in advance of trending 
weather events.

“Out of stock” instances are a common 
lament among consumer products 
companies. Simply put, consumers can’t 
purchase what they can’t find. Especially 
in times of product promotion, an 
out-of-stock product represents a lost 
revenue opportunity in the short run. It 
can also be a threat to brand loyalty and 
market share, creating an opportunity for 
competitors through brand switching when 
the consumer’s preferred brand (your 
product) cannot be found in store. While 
an increased focus on reduced inventory 
carrying costs incentivizes lean supply 
chains and inventory management models, 

demand forecast accuracy is often the root 
cause of out-of-stock issues. Disjointed 
retail execution activities further compound 
these challenges by not providing adequate 
forward visibility to in-store promotional 
activity. Coupled with improved sales force 
communication, machine learning-driven 
forecasting improvements (and forecast 
confidence) will reduce out-of-stock risk and 
ensure that the right product is available in 
the right store, at the right time.

Another application of machine learning 
for supply chain capabilities is robotics 
processing automation (RPA). RPA can be 
deployed to automate and improve supply 
chain operations by interacting with existing 
software applications to perform low- and 
medium-complexity functions. For supply 
chain systems requiring the interaction of 
multiple systems to order and transport 
products, RPA is a natural fit to help reduce 
manual error rates and improve speed. 
Benefits of RPA grow exponentially as 
the number of systems and functions 
performed increase.
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Replenishment strategy is a crucial capability 
for consumer products companies, 
especially those whose businesses involve 
product with short shelf lives or high 
inventory velocity. Machine intelligence 
can be coupled with dynamic routing and 
computer-assisted ordering (CAO). Dynamic 
Routing allows for real-time distribution 
planning, adjusting for product demand, 
traffic and weather conditions. Computer 
Assisted Ordering integrates analytics and 
forecasting to recommend order quantities, 
reducing human error and more closely 
aligning actual orders with forecasted 
demand. In combination, dynamic routing 
and CAO put the right product, in the right 
quantity, at the right place at the right time. 

Assortment and space 
optimization 
While “endless scroll” eases the space 
constraints of a traditional brick-and-
mortar store and planograms, assortment 
optimization remains highly relevant. Even 
in a virtual, e-tailing world, where physical 
space no longer defines the boundaries 
and varietal limitations of a given category, 
good category management and assortment 
management principles apply.

Machine intelligence can inform better 
organizational decision making in the areas 
of assortment and space optimization 
with increasing levels of granularity and 
specificity by marrying store-level POS or 
sales data and socio-demographic data 
of the store location. This can also drive 
continuous improvement of store clusters 
and assortment refinement.

Smart space allocation leverages machine 
learning to analyze planograms across 
multiple dimensions simultaneously—
number of product facings, shelf depth, 
product sales history—to determine the 
optimal space allocation by brand, sub 
brand, product and pack size. While static 
modeling is nothing new in this arena, the 
use of self-refining predictive algorithms, 
which are driven by machine learning to 
continuously refine their own predictive 
powers, represents a significant opportunity 
to improve financial value through flexible, 
adaptive models which keep pace with 
changing market conditions.

An assortment optimization tool leveraging 
predictive analytics was recently piloted in 
department store chains. The assortment 
optimization algorithm identified store 

locations with potential high demand for 
certain products. This algorithm, powered 
by machine learning, uncovered latent 
customer demand that traditional clustering 
or segmentation techniques may not have 
recognized. These models also identified 
correlations in purchasing behavior across 
products and categories. For example, 4 
percent sales lift in high-end dresses was 
accompanied a 46 percent increase in sales 
of more moderately priced dresses. Over 
the six-month pilot period, acting upon the 
identified opportunities by the algorithm 
yielded an incremental 6.65 percent increase 
in revenue and a pilot store sales 7% higher 
than similar stores in the region2.

While space allocation may be considered a 
traditional retail activity, consumer products 
companies can leverage these principles 
in retailer category advisor roles. These 
methodologies can also help drive hyper-
localization in promotions and store-level 
assortment recommendations. 
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Consumer engagement
Marketing and digital marketing functions 
have been at the forefront of adoption for 
machine intelligence capabilities in many CP 
organizations. Digital marketing platforms 
and dynamic ad and pricing algorithms 
have brought science to the “art” of 
consumer engagement.

Printed, on-size-fits-all weekly circular ads 
and static consumer pricing and promotions 
will likely be replaced by personalized digital 
coupons and next-generation technologies 
such as electronic shelf labels. These 
technological advances and new methods 
of consumer engagement allow for hyper-
personalization and dynamic pricing in ways 
that were not possible even a few years 
ago. Digital and mobile influence across 
the consumer shopping journey continue 
to grow double digits year over year3. The 
marketing function is being transformed 
and armed by digital innovation and data, 
and this environment is ripe for machine 
learning applications.

L’Oréal Makeup Genius, an app that allows 
users to see themselves applying cosmetics 
in real time by overlaying products onto 
their faces, lets consumers to virtually 
try on different products and looks4. 
This application succeeds by combining 
augmented reality, and advanced machine 
learning algorithms portray the selected 
cosmetic application onto the user’s face. 
The cumulative effect of these technologies 
is an interactive and engaging virtual product 
interaction. In-app purchases and “find in 
store” capabilities represent a new and novel 
way for consumers to bridge the gap from 
product research to acquisition. 

In another application of machine learning, 
PepsiCo is using Pongr’s AI technology 
to connect with consumers in stores. 
Consumers can use their cell phones to 
photograph The X-Factor and Pepsi logos 
together5. Then they can send these photos 
to an email specified by Pepsi. Pongr’s 
direct-response platform filters the correct 
entries and instantly sends consumers links 
to special digital content from the FOX reality 
show, such as Pepsi-exclusive videos of 
contestants and behind-the-scenes scoops.

Marketing and digital marketing 
functions have been at the forefront of 
adoption for machine intelligence 
capabilities in many CP organizations. 
Digital marketing platforms and dynamic 
ad and pricing algorithms have 
brought science to the “art” of 
consumer engagement.

The ability to “learn” from the interactions 
with consumers across digital and traditional 
touchpoints is changing how new products 
are introduced and evaluated, how products 
and quantities delivered to each store, 
and the types of offers that are delivered 
to consumers in store and through digital 
technologies. The learning loop not only 
includes findings from historical activity 
and consumer response but also focuses 
on constantly seeking “white space”, or the 
identification of new opportunities. This 
involves rendering untested content in an 
intelligent fashion to a select audience to 
constantly test the market.

Where do you start?
For consumer goods leaders, determining 
where to deploy machine intelligence is a 
common challenge. To identify the highest 
value opportunities for your organization 

to embrace machine learning, CP leaders 
should perform a quick assessment of 
current capabilities:

 • Identify opportunities where 
improved data accuracy can 
drive value: Plagued by constant out of 
stocks and lack of demand forecasting 
trust from the retail sales force? An 
investment in machine learning to refine 
demand forecasting may drive value 
by reducing inventory carrying costs 
and capitalizing on incremental in-store 
selling opportunities.

 • Identify areas where existing and 
easily accessible data sources are 
being underused: Business processes 
that leverage large data sets and multiple 
data sources are likely to be optimal use 
cases for machine learning. Large data 
sets are prime for machine learning as 
they help improve the performance of 
the algorithms.

 • Build talent and tools with analytics 
in mind: The talent required to execute 
machine analytics models, draw insights 
from the capability, and continuously tune 
and improve this capability is scarce. To 
develop an advanced machine learning 
capability, companies should purposefully 
invest in people and tools. Without strong 
leadership and investment in training, the 
organization can’t fully succeed. 

 • Consider customer and consumer 
privacy when selecting data sources: 
Privacy concerns weigh heavily on the 
application of artificial intelligence. 
Organizations should thoughtfully design 
opt-in programs to collect data with 
consumer permission and apply insights 
in ways that are sensitive to consumer 
privacy concerns.
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The bottom line
Machine learning and RPA 
can be leveraged for many 
consumer goods applications 
that require insights beyond 
those delivered by traditional 
analytics techniques. 
Building machine learning 
and artificial intelligence 
capabilities in house may 
appear challenging, but the 
value delivered by deploying 
these methodologies to 
high-impact business issues 
warrants adoption and 
investment. Because machine 
learning methodologies adapt 
over time to better draw 
insights, the value delivered 
by an AI or machine learning 
use case will continue to grow 
and improve over time.
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